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Crime follows the money, as the saying goes, and once again, cybercriminals have acted accordingly. The underground is flooded with so many offerings of cryptocurrency malware that it must be hard for the criminals themselves to determine which is best. This kind of malware, also known as cryptomalware, has a clear goal, which is to make money out of cryptocurrency transactions. This can be achieved through two different methods: stealing cryptocurrency and mining cryptocurrency on victims’ devices surreptitiously (without the victims noticing), a process also known as cryptojacking. In this research brief, we discuss how cryptocurrency-mining malware is being peddled in the underground and how the advertised features compare against one another.

How cryptocurrency malware is advertised

Figure 1. Posting for DarkPope custom malware

One of the latest offerings we’ve spotted in the underground market is a piece of malware called DarkPope. It’s a Monero (XMR) cryptocurrency-mining malware built
from scratch and customized for each buyer. The price is US$47, and the product description is as follows:

This listing is for a custom made Silent Monero Miner

How does it work:
Once infected, your victims computer will start to mine the crypto-currency Monero (XMR) for you in the background. It will be custom built just for you with your own attached Monero address for the revenues. All you have to do is to spread it as much as you can and money will come automatically. Please provide a Monero address for setup.

What you will receive:
- Custom made .exe file with your own Monero address attached to receive instant revenues
- Website to check current profits and connected victim miners
- 10+ Spreading-Guides
- 24/7 holy support

FAQ:
- Yes, other Altcoins are possible too upon request.
- Yes, the software will try to start again after reboot of the computer.
- Yes, the software starts again after termination of the miner process in task manager.
- No, it is not FUD by default, but will get easily through Windows Defender and Security Essentials. There are a lot of tutorials out there and people keep selling crypters on the markets. You should consider some of these options.
- Yes, it does work on x64 and x32 operating system architectures.
- You can make a Monero address at mymonero.com
- Yes, you’ll be able to verify if it is really mining to your address and that I’m not scamming you.

Please contact me for clarification of any further questions.

ALWAYS USE PGP ENCRYPTION FOR COMMUNICATION. STAY SAFE.

Figure 2. DarkPope description

Apart from a wide range of options and features, the malware developer offers 24x7 support.

Figure 3. Customer feedback on DarkPope
The same actor also offers cryptocurrency-stealing malware for bitcoin (BTC) wallet addresses:

This listing is for a custom made Bitcoin Virus / Bitcoin Switcheroo / Bitcoin Address Switcher

How does it work:
Once infected, every copied Bitcoin address on the victims computer will get replaced by one of yours. The address will get changed when the victim pastes the address to send coins to somebody. To remain unsuspicious I will attach 10,000 addresses to your virus and the virus will choose the most similar address automatically. So bitcoins will get send to you by 'accident'. All you have to do, is to spread it as much as you can and coins will come automatically.

What you will receive:
- Custom made .exe file with 10,000 addresses attached
- Easy tool to check all your addresses for potential balances
- Explanation about how to cash out funds to your wallet
- 10+ Spreading-Guides
- 24/7 holy support

FAQ:
- Yes, the software will try to start again after reboot of the computer
- Yes, the software starts again after termination of the process in task manager
- No, it is not FUD by default, but will get easily through Windows Defender and Security Essentials. There are a lot of tutorials out there and people keep selling crypters on the markets. You should consider some of these options.
- Yes, it does work on x64 and x32 operating system architectures.
- No, you don't have to send me your Bitcoin address.

As stated by the developer, the malware changes the destination address in bitcoin transactions in memory. An interesting feature is finding similar addresses for replacement from a pool of 10,000 addresses so that once the bitcoin addresses are infected, victims would likely not notice the change and conclude the transactions, giving their coins to whoever buys this malware in the underground. This one costs US$97, as this screenshot shows:

Figure 4. Cryptocurrency-stealing malware description

Figure 5. Posting for DarkPope bitcoin address switcher
Comparison of cryptocurrency malware offerings in the underground

Given the amount of cryptocurrency-mining malware for sale in the underground, it’s infeasible to categorize or study all of it. However, we have selected 10 different recent offerings from this year and last year to serve as a basis for comparison:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Release Date</th>
<th>Targeted Cryptocurrency</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>xSlappz</td>
<td>May 8, 2017</td>
<td>Zcash (ZEC)</td>
<td>US$25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aqius</td>
<td>Oct 27, 2017</td>
<td>Monero (XMR)</td>
<td>US$20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flacon</td>
<td>Nov 24, 2017</td>
<td>Ethereum (ETH), Monero (XMR)</td>
<td>US$150 - 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decadence</td>
<td>Nov 30, 2017</td>
<td>Monero (XMR)</td>
<td>US$40 – 1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeluxeSoftware</td>
<td>Jan 18, 2018</td>
<td>Ethereum (ETH), Monero (XMR)</td>
<td>5% profit fee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OverSeer</td>
<td>Jan 26, 2018</td>
<td>Electroneum (ETN), Monero (XMR), Zcash (ZEC)</td>
<td>US$15 - 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deejayngo</td>
<td>Feb 12, 2018</td>
<td>Ethereum (ETH), Monero (XMR)</td>
<td>US$30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tommis</td>
<td>Feb 23, 2018</td>
<td>Bitcoin (BTC)</td>
<td>US$40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluxminer</td>
<td>Mar 24, 2018</td>
<td>Ethereum (ETH)</td>
<td>US$3.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dylan</td>
<td>Apr 12, 2018</td>
<td>Monero (XMR)</td>
<td>US$5 per .exe built</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison of cryptocurrency-mining malware offerings

As you can see, the prices started considerably low last year, then went through some spikes, and are now low again. With only US$5, a criminal can already get a working cryptocurrency-mining malware. We have also noticed that Monero is the cybercriminals’ preferred cryptocurrency.

However, don’t let these 10 different offerings make you think that there aren’t more. We see new offerings regularly and hundreds of new detections daily, especially if we count web-based cryptocurrency-mining malware. For instance, a simple search for pages using one of the most common Monero-mining services returned more than 25,000 results:
Notice that not all of these domains are compromised. They may be intentionally mining Monero, either warning their visitors of the fact or not, but we believe that there is a high chance that some of them are malicious.

In addition, the offerings are not restricted to miners. Stealers are also there, albeit in lower numbers. This screenshot shows an offering for a piece of cryptocurrency-stealing malware called Pony for 0.0023 BTC (approximately US$20):
Varying features and price points

Different features make for varying price points. For instance, Decadence Miner starts at US$40 but it can cost up to US$1,000, depending on the features chosen by the buyer:

**Figure 8. Decadence Miner and its features**

Additional features such as graphics processing unit (GPU) support, web-based control panel, remote access tool (RAT) capabilities, and crypting services usually increase the price of the cryptomalware. This is also the case with OverSeer, which offers different plans for hiring cryptocurrency-mining malware services:
The current limited profitability of cryptocurrency-mining malware

Despite the large number of malware samples and offerings, we are not aware of large amounts of money being made with cryptocurrency-mining malware. Among all the reports on attacks involving it, apparently the most successful one was when a threat actor compromised thousands of websites in the U.S. and the U.K. and subsequently embedded a cryptominer in them. The malware stayed active for four hours, but the wallet used to receive the mined Monero coins had no more than US$24 by the end of the attack, when the websites were cleaned. Of course, the more popular a website is, the quicker the victims will notice and let the website administrators know about the irregularities. From there, the cleaning process starts and the mining campaign ends.
It’s not the same for cryptocurrency-stealing malware, though. In March, researchers reported a covtstealing campaign that made around 8.8 BTC (approximately US$80,000 at the time of reporting) after cybercriminals were able to put trojanized versions of legitimate software in a popular software download website.

Conclusion

It was actually hard to finish this publication, considering that new cryptocurrency malware conversations kept appearing every day in multiple places. We believe this is a huge trend, one that is unlikely to go away anytime soon. We have seen miners moving from bitcoin to Ethereum and now embracing Monero and Zcash. Some criminals have also started conversations about MoneroV, which hasn’t even been released yet. And then there’s the multiplicity of versions across the web, mobile, and the internet of things (IoT) — basically, all platforms may be affected.

Of course, criminals won’t make a huge amount of money out of 10,000 Internet Protocol (IP) cameras, but maybe a million routers that can facilitate a large-scale attack could work for them. If we combine the risk of cryptomalware (including both the cryptocurrency-mining kind and the cryptocurrency-stealing one) with unpatched vulnerabilities, botnets, and other threats, we’ll have a serious problem to reckon with.
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